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It is only those who can lead
themselves that become great
Leaders of others.
Increasing Accountability, Adaptability, Resilience, Drive, and Courage
Motivational intelligence (MQ) is the DNA of a growth mindset. It is single
most important factor in success. Higher motivational intelligence unlocks
performance and the willingness to learn.

Click Here!
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“To be recognized as one of the best leadership
development companies in the world is quite
an honor. At 2logical, we are proud of the work
we do, the difference we are able to make in
the organizations we partner with and most
importantly, the positive impact we are able to
have on leaders around the world. ”
– David Naylor, Executive Vice President of
Learning and Development
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WHAT IS MOTIVATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE
Defined: A person’s ability to identify and manage
negative thoughts and self-limiting beliefs in order
to overcome obstacles and accomplish goals.
At the intersection of the most cutting-edge research in neuroscience and the most recent
discoveries in cognitive psychology is the most powerful insight about us, as human beings.
It’s about what unlocks us, what opens up our mind and what allows us to achieve and
accomplish more. It is Motivational Intelligence (MQ).
Based upon the most influential and extensively studied aspect of modern-day social
psychology, the science behind Motivational Intelligence has won a Nobel Prize and been
named as one of the top ten most promising scientific discoveries of the 20th century.
Motivational Intelligence answers the age old questions of “why?” Why do some people
succeed while others flounder? Why are some people able to readily adapt while others can’t
seem to get out of their own way? Why do some people give up at the slightest resistance
while other doggedly persist?
The key differentiating factor between people who succeed and those who struggle or
ultimately fail is their Motivational Intelligence. It is the third and most influential level of
human intelligence.
Having a high IQ and EQ in no way guarantees a person’s success, having a high MQ does.
MQ is the common thread in every great human endeavor, every triumph, every significant
obstacle overcome.
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First, thanks for leading our class last week. It’s clear that you have
a passion for helping people and I can say without a doubt that
you’ve had a significant impact on myself and the rest of my team.
I’ve had a number of leadership classes in my career including
courses developed for IBM (where I worked for 7 years) as well as
a course at Harvard. I can easily say that I have more actionable
take-aways from this course than any I’ve had previously. At the
end of the day, it’s all about what you do after the learning and
your teaching prepared us well to act - thank you for that.
DIRECTOR HCC SALES, BAKER HUGHES

THINK

ABOUT YOUR

MOST
SUCCESSFUL
PEOPLE
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THINK

ABOUT THOSE WHO

STRUGGLE
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THE COMMON DENOMINATOR BETWEEN PEAK
PERFORMANCE AND MEDIOCRITY IS (MQ)
While leaders see the influence of motivational intelligence (MQ) on their team
every day, most training focuses on trying to change actions.

STRONG RESULTS

ACTIONS

MOTIVATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE (MQ)
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The Self-Leadership process helps people to overcome negative
thinking and limiting beliefs (increasing MQ). This shift
dramatically improves the actions people are willing to take.

WHEN YOU SHIFT AN EMPLOYEE’S
MOTIVATIONAL INTELLIGENCE (MQ)
YOU SHIFT THEIR BEHAVIORS

Creates willingness to embrace change

Skills & Job
Knowledge
Creates perseverance and willingness to
overcome adversity

Courage
Creates drive and self-motivation

Initiative

Resilience
Adaptability
Accountability

Creates open-mindedness
and agility
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Creates ownership of goals, learning and finding
solutions

WE UTILIZE THIS CORE FRAMEWORK TO CUSTOMIZE A TRAINING SOLUTION FOR
UNPARALLELED BUY-IN/IMPACT THROUGH 2LOGICAL’S DUE DILIGENCE PROCESS:
Phase 1:

Discovery Conversations with Executives and key Team Leaders
• What are your key goals of the training?
• What are you looking for your people to do more
of? Less of?
• What are the high payoff activities of the target
audience?

Phase 2:

• What are the biggest challenges/opportunities?
• How do you measure success within role?
• Additional industry, company, and team
specific insights

Discovery conversations with a peak performer and under-performer within your target group
Your Peak Performer vs. Your Underperformer - “Leveraging the Performance Gap”
Identify Dominant Thoughts & Beliefs About...
Company

Products & Services

Team Members/
Other Divisions

Industry

Role

• Best practices at skill/action level
• Best practices at mindset level: identifying
optimal beliefs of peak performers
• Identify belief gaps of under-performers

Customers/
Clients
Key Performance Metrics

Phase 3:
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Internal customization of core framework based on Phase 1 & 2 discovery

So...
How do you do it?
Can you really adjust, refine or change the
limiting thoughts/beliefs that inhibit an employee
or an entire Team from Peak Performing?
Not only can you, as an Executive/Manager you
recognize you must!
The most important question is, “How?”
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THE KEY IS TO CREATE COGNITIVE
DISSONANCE
Human beings have an innate and deeply rooted drive for internal cognitive
consistency. When this consistency is broken, psychological discomfort arises.
The principle of Cognitive Dissonance states that when someone experiences
inconsistency between their existing beliefs and newly perceived beliefs, the only way
they can relieve their discomfort (or dissonance) and regain balance is by changing
their beliefs.

HOW DOES 2LOGICAL CREATE COGNITIVE DISSONANCE TO CHANGE THE
BELIEFS/MINDSET OF YOUR ORGANIZATION?
• Define belief gaps through due diligence.
• Introduce optimal Beliefs.
• Provide Significant Social Proof to validate Optimal Beliefs while invalidating Limiting Beliefs (by leveraging a multitude of reference points
comprised of Professional, Personal, Peer and Contemporary Media examples).
• Align new Beliefs with Self-Interest.
• Anchor Optimal Beliefs with Repetition through guided discussion, tools, exercises, breakouts, and case studies.

“2logical mindset
training is the
major difference
among training
companies.”
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WHO SHOULD ENROLL?
INDIVIDUALS OR TEAMS WHO ARE LOOKING TO

Thanks again for a wonderful class!
I’m grateful Motorola recognizes the
value of classes like this and encourages
participation in them, it was invaluable.
SOLUTION ADVISOR,
MOTOROLA
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THRIVE IN A
WORLD OF
CHANGE

BECOME MORE
FOCUSED AND
GOAL-ORIENTED

TAP INTO HIGHER LEVELS
OF ENGAGEMENT AND
SELF-MOTIVATION

R

R

R

CONQUER LIMITING
SELF-DOUBTS AND
OVERCOME FEARS

QUICKLY MOVE PAST
SETBACKS AND FIND
BETTER WAYS TO SUCCEED

POSITIVELY INFLUENCE
AND IMPROVE TEAM
CULTURE

The reaction to the training from the my
team was incredible to watch. I also got very
strong feedback – “amazed”, “dumbfounded”
and “shocked” were some of the words folks
used with me. Opening up their minds prior
to jumping into some more tactical training
was very “logical”! As I perused the room to
observe the various role-plays, I could see the
confidence and literally hear the affirmations.
Many told me as well that it was the best
training they’ve ever had at P&G.

VICE PRESIDENT OF SALES,
PROCTER & GAMBLE

OUTCOMES OF THE SELF-LEADERSHIP COURSE
• Heightened accountability, ownership and initiative: Participants will begin to
eliminate excuses and blame, while accepting responsibility for their goals, their
role in the organization and their need to actively seek solutions to the obstacles/
challenges they encounter.
• Heightened levels of confidence and esteem: Participants will become more adaptable
and accepting of change.
• Improved level of goal-direction: Participants will learn to organize their day in a
way that prioritizes the most important tasks and ensures that the Highest Payoff
Activities take precedence as they invest their time.
• Improved ability to overcome obstacles: Participants will become more persistent and
diligent as they approach challenging situations.
• Enhance ability to manage comfort zones: Participants will learn to more rapidly move
past self-limiting fears and comfort zones.
• Increased open-mindedness and willingness to learn: Participants will begin to seek
out feedback, analyze setbacks and look for ways to continuously improve.
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TOOLS PARTICIPANTS
WILL RECEIVE
• Analysis of self-limiting Belief and Skill gaps that are
impeding performance, coupled with a personalized
development plan specifically designed to close the
Belief/Skill gaps.
• Comprehensive assessment of the relative strengths
and weaknesses of their current approach, coupled with
a plan to leverage strengths and overcome weaknesses.
• Comprehensive self-reflection tool that fosters ongoing
learning and performance enhancement.
• Development of a clear-cut goal plan to create focus
and heighten self-motivation.
• Implementation of a tool to overcome the negativity and
fears that frequently cause substandard performance.

The impact of the 2logical approach can best be summed
up in the story of Walter. Walter has been working within
my department for two years now. He is in his late 50’s and
has been stuck in the proverbial rut. He was not interested
in looking at new approaches to old problems and was even
less interested in interaction with his peers. Walter would
challenge any suggestions made for improvement and was
generally viewed as unreceptive to change. Talk about a turn
around! Walter seemed to really latch onto the message of
‘Self-leadership’ and see himself in a new light. He realized
that he is in control of this future and that feedback makes
him stronger. I have seen quite a change in Walter and his
ability to interact with his peers in a positive exchange of
ideas. His job performance has been invigorated and Walter
will tell you he owes it all to the ‘Self-Leadership’ curriculum.
DIRECTOR OF BUSINESS,PFIZER
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ABOUT 2LOGICAL
2logical operates at the intersection of the cutting-edge research in neuroscience and the
recent discoveries in cognitive psychology. We are experts regarding the critical insight about
“Us”; as human beings. It’s about what unlocks “Us”, what opens up our mind and what allows
each of “Us” to achieve and accomplish more – Motivational Intelligence.
Fortune 500/1000

2logical has developed Leaders on 6
continents and in over 90 countries

Fortune 10 0

Mid-Size
Businesses

2logical’s clients
include 40% of the
Fortune 500 and 1,000’s

2logical has a 97% Buy-in, Success

of corporations world wide

Small Businesses

Rate & Recommendation Rate

2logical’s transformative development curriculum captures 97% buy-in from participants and
consistently delivers training solutions that yield both results and recommendation rates that
are unprecedented. We’re the best in the business. For more than 30 years, we’ve helped
organizations use MQ to increase the effectiveness of their corporate initiatives.

F E A T U R E D

I N :

“To be recognized as one of the best leadership
development companies in the world is quite
an honor. At 2logical, we are proud of the work
we do, the difference we are able to make in
the organizations we partner with and most
importantly, the positive impact we are able to
have on leaders around the world. ”
– David Naylor, Executive Vice President of
Learning and Development
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2LOGICAL’S CLIENTS
W E ’ R E
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